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Abstract:
When the finches are released by artist Celeste Boursier-Mougenot, from here to ear (v. 13)
begins to exist. It is a joyous sight to behold – the frenzied, excited flight to inspect the nests,
visit the feeding stations, view the new habitat, all to a carefully engineered but randomly
chaotic soundscape. Boursier-Mougenot uses the french term dispositif to describe the
artwork which loosely translates to ‘device’. At its most elemental the artwork is an auditory
experience. The finches are musicians, they pluck the strings of harpsichord instruments, but
Boursier-Mougenot is the composer creating the carefully designed sound experience through
strict tuning and audio engineering.
Without the finches the artwork ceases to exist. Their participation is an essential part of the
artistic endeavour and their health and wellbeing are crucial to the experience of the artwork.
This paper will discuss the importance of third-party relationships in the realisation of this
installation and the subsequent acquisition into the QAGOMA collection, and will investigate
the ethics of incorporating living animals into artistic practice.
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